
Using DNA Phenotyping Leads to Computer Profile of Suspect 
 

Thirty years ago, the owner of a card shop in Boise, Idaho, was sexually assaulted and murdered. 

Her body was found in her vehicle close to the railroad tracks, just 800 feet from the shop that she 

owned. 

 

Investigators from the Boise Police Department (BPD) collected evidence and developed leads but 

were unable to determine who was responsible for the murder of the 65-year-old card shop owner.  

The case was reactivated in 2005, and more than a decade of investigation and review followed.   

 

In August 2017, two BPD detectives—one from the Special Victims Unit and one from the Violent 

Crimes Unit—began working the case full-time.  

 

Then, on October 13, 2017—the 30th anniversary of the card shop owner’s death—the BPD 

detectives released computer-generated images (below) of what the suspect would have looked 

like in 1987 at age 25, along with age-enhanced images of what he would have looked like at age 

45 and what he might look like today. 

 

The images are based on deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) evidence collected at the crime scene.  

Using DNA phenotyping, a computer profile of the suspect provides a visual approximation, 

including an individual’s ancestry, gender, eye color, hair color, skin color, and face shape. 

 

When the two BPD detectives considered phenotyping, they knew that funding would be a 

challenge.  They contacted the RMIN field representative in Idaho for assistance, made a 

compelling case for funding, and received support through RMIN’s investigative confidential 

funds program.  RMIN’s intelligence research staff also provided support by preparing a law 

enforcement-sensitive bulletin that contained information not included in the public release.  This 

restricted bulletin was distributed to law enforcement agencies nationwide through the RISS 

Program. 

 

“As this homicide investigation continues into this new phase, RMIN’s assistance has proven 

invaluable.  RMIN’s support saved us hundreds of investigative man-hours and allowed us to 

eliminate several suspects,” said Josiah Ransom, a BPD detective.  “The ability to securely blast 

the bulletin to law enforcement agencies throughout the country served as an important resource 

for us.” 

 







 


